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1-1 How Ecological Systems BehavePast efforts in resource management, and indeed in applied science ingeneral, have been essentially trial-and-error approaches to cope withthe unknown and the unexpected, and indeed that is the way our societieshave advanced since the Industrial Revolution. Existing information ismobilized and organized to suggest a trial, and if an error is detected,then that provides additional information to modify subsequent trials(Lindblom 1959).** Mobillization and qualification of existing information was run through
the qualification procedures.

Such ÒfailuresÓ have provided an essential probe into the unknown; a
probe that generates new information upon which knowledge feeds. But we
are now at a time where intensity and the extensiveness of our trials can
generate errors that are potentially larger than society can afford.That is at the heart of the issue of ÒhypotheticalityÓ raised by
Haefele (1974). He argues we are locked in a world of hypothesis because
we dare not test our hypotheses. Trial-and-error approaches will always
be essential, but without a broader strategy to deal with ignorance and
with the unexpected it increasingly seems to be a dangerous method for
coping with the unknown.The origin and magnitude of the problem depend on the way the systems
we design and manage respond to unexpected events. And that response is
directly tied to the stability properties of systems and, more
accurately, the way we perceive those stability properties. A system that
is globally stable, for example, is admirable for blind trial-and-error
experimentation. It will always recover. It is that paradigm of
infinitely forgiving nature that seems implicitly to have been assumed in
the past.Even more troublesome, the stability boundaries themselves may

implode around the system, again again suddenly generating a step
change of behavior.By that time there may have been such a history of ÒsuccessÓ that

institutional inflexibility, let alone the potential for ecological
recovery, will make resolution impossibleÑan effectively irreversible
condition.It becomes centrally important, therefore, to have a clear
understanding of the stability behavior of the topology of ecological
systems and, as well, the institutional and societal systems with which
they are linked.Two lines of evidence are now accumulating. The first comes from
recent efforts to develop structurally simple differential equations of
complex systems that emphasize the qualitative form of the functional
relationships.Much more reasonable and realistic functional relations have been
included for ecological models (Bazykin 1975), institutional systems
(Holling, Huang and Vertinsky 1976) and societal systems (Haefele 1975).1-2 Maxwell B. InstanceEven with these simple structures and simple but realistic
assumptions, an extremely rich topology emerged whose key characteristic
is that under different parameter ranges multiple regions of attraction
are a universal feature. With different parameter conditions the size and
number of these regions can change, suggesting that biological or
cultural evolutionary forces working on parameters could cause the
presumed stability properties of a managed system to change in quite
unexpected ways.The other line of evidence comes form empirical studies of specific
systems. Without going into exhaustive detail, a collection of examples
has been accumulated from ecological systems, water resource management
situations, engineering technology and cultural anthropology. These
examples show a significant number of cases of multi-equilibria as a
consequence of perturbations or management actions.Among the ecological examples there are: cases concerning freshwater
fisheries (Holling 1973), terrestrial grazing (Noy-Meir 1975), and
tropical and temporal forest ecosystems (Holling 1973).There is, in addition, a larger range of much more anecdotal examples
that are rarely documented but are part of the community wisdom of the
resource manager, such as the irreversible development of the Scottish
moors after deforestation, development of deserts in the Middle East, and
of persistently unproductive tropical terrestrial systems.In this paper we discuss how the above view of the behavior of
environmental systems affects our view of environmental impact
assessment. A series of ÒmythsÓ which appear to be accepted for
environmental impact assessment is followed by series of alternatives to
these myths.1-3 Common MythsThe literature on EIA is replete with motherhood statements and
implicit assumptions about the conduct and content of impact studies.
Some of these ideas are meaningless in practice, others are deceptive,
and some are downright false. The intent of this section is to help point
the was toward better approaches by indicating some of the more obvious
pitfalls and misconceptions that have found their way into present
practice.MYTH #1 As should consider all possible impacts of the proposed
development. This myth hardly deserves comment. The really interesting
question is: does the fact that it is physically impossible to foresee
all (or even most) of the impacts have any serious implications in terms
of how the basic development plan should be structured?MYTH #2 Every new impact assessment is unique and must be designed as
though there were no relevant background of principles, information, or
comparable past cases. It is certainly true that every environmental
situation has some unique features (rare animal species, geological
features settlement pattern, etc.). But most ecological systems must face
a variety of natural disturbances and all organisms must face some common
problems. The field of ecology has accumulated a rich descriptive and
functional literature which makes at least some kinds of studies
redundant and some predictions possible. The same is true for economic,
social, and physical aspects of the assessment.MYTH #3 Comprehensive Òstate of the systemÓ surveys (checklists, etc.)
are a necessary first step in EIA. Survey studies are often hideously
expensive, yet produce nothing but masses of unreliable and undigested
data. Also they seldom give any clues as to natural changes that may be
about to occur independent of development impacts. Environmental systems
are not static entities which can be understood by simply finding out
what is where over a short survey period.MYTH #4 Detailed descriptive studies within subsystems can be integrated
by systems analysis to provide overall understanding and predictions of
system responses (impacts). The predictions from systems analysis are
built up from understanding of relationship between changing variables.
Descriptive studies seldom give more than one point along each of the
many curves which would normally be used to express such critical
relationships. In short, what a complex system is doing seldom gives any
indication of what it would do under altered conditions. Again the
interesting question is: what are the policy implications of the fact
that even comprehensive systems models can only make predictions in
sharply delimited areas.MYTH #5 Any good scientific study is useful for decision-making. The
interests of scientists are usually quite narrow and are usually geared
to a particular history of disciplinary activity. If you are concerned
about the impact of a pesticide on some animal population, how would you
use the scientific information from a study on the animalÕs reproductive
physiology if no one had bothered to study juvenile rates (which might
improve to balance any reproductive damage)?MYTH #6 Physical boundaries based on watershed units or political
jurisdictions can provide sensible limits for impact investigations.
Modern transportation systems alone can produce environmental impacts in
unexpected places. Transfers of impacts across political boundaries can
lead to a wide range of political and economic reactions from the other
side. A narrow study that fails at least to recognize these impacts and
reactions may be worse than useless to the decision-maker.MYTH #7 Systems analysis will allow effective selection of the best
alternative from several proposed plans and programs. This assertion
would be incorrect even if systems models could produce reliable
predictions on a broad front. "Comparson" of alternatives involves
assessment of values placed on system components. Rarely is this
assessment a part of the environmental impact work.MYTH #8 Development programs can be viewed as a fixed set of actions (e.
g., a one-shot investment plan) which will not involve extensive
modification, revision, or additional investment as program goals change
over time and unexpected impacts arise. Unexpected impacts may trigger a
sequence of corrective investment decisions which result in progressively
greater economic and political commitments to make further corrections if
the initial ones are not successful. Thus decisions can have decision
consequences as well as direct environmental ones, and these induced
decisions can generate greater environmental impacts than would ever seem
possible based on the original development plan.1-4 Mobilization Of Existing InformationThere exists a very large body of information that is relevant to
EIA. This information is both theoretical and numerical, and has been
collected, filtered through countless reviewers and eventually made it
into the scientific literature for the last 60 years. The preliminary
task of an environmental impact assessment team is to filter through this
knowledge and extract what is relevant to the specific problem under
study. We contend that there is generally a large body of useful and
relevant information, but that methods usually employed make little use
of this information. Indeed many EIAs act as though there were no
pertinent information and literally begin from scratch. Rather than list
the errors in the methods we see being used, we will briefly describe the
methods we have found useful.After the refinement and testing phase is complete (Clark, 1979), the
model contains much of the available wisdom from all the disciplines
involved in the study. It should be an encapsulation of the current
state-of-the-art. Unfortunately it will always be incomplete. There will
always be some factor that was omitted, something that was unknown, or
some unexpected perturbation. The next step in designing a resilient
management policy is to identify where these uncertainties lie, and where
the unexpected might arise.The model contains much of the available wisdom from all the
disciplines involved in the study. It should be an encapsulation of the
current state-of-the-art. Unfortunately it will always be incomplete.
There will always be some factor that was omitted, something that was
unknown, or some unexpected perturbation. The next step in designing a
resilient management policy is to identify where these uncertainties lie,
and where the unexpected might arise.1-5 Sources Of The UnexpectedThe most common source of uncertainty comes form attempting to
extrapolate beyond the bounds of previous observation. Generally, we have
little trouble predicting what the effect of a perturbation will be if we
have made that perturbation before. This is trial-and-error learning.
Where we run into trouble is when we must predict what a perturbation
will do if it pushes the system beyond the bounds of previous
observation. This is the problem of hypotheticality posed by Haefele.
Figure 1 presents and example of this type of problem from the sockeye
salmon fishery on the Fraser River. For many years we have observed what
the population does at low stock densities and we know what kind of
harvest we can sustain. What is unknown is what would happen if the
harvest were reduced for several years to allow the population to
increase. Drawn on Figure 1 are several alternative hypotheses. This is
an example of the most frequently recognized source of uncertainty, but
we contend it is also the least problematic because it is recognized.
Environmental impacts run into trouble when an uncertainty has to be
faced which was not previously recognized.Another source of uncertainty much less frequently recognized is that
some things are in principle unpredictable. This is due to two causes,
(1) uncertain future events such as environmental changes, and (2) some
levels of detail will always defy prediction. Asking an ecologist how
many fish there will be in a stream 10 years from now is like asking the
weatherman if it will rain on June 3, 1986. He could give you a
probability distribution of population sizes, but could not tell you what
the exact size would be. Almost all EIAs have outside perturbations that
are in some way stochastic and no one, given the largest budget in the
world, will be able to predict some of these factors.Emerging from the meteorological literature (Charney 1975) is the
belief that many phenomena that involve spatial distributions are in
principle unpredictable even over such short time periods as weeks. It
has been shown that some aspects of meteorology, even in a completely
deterministic world, could not be predicted more that several days in
advance. Many ecological phenomena involve analogous spatial problems and
it may be that some environmental factors are in principle unpredictable.
We mention this simply to point out the possibility that it could happen,
not because we see it as an important factor in EIA.The most troublesome type of unexpected event in an EIA is caused by
an outside influence that was no considered in the scope of the analysis.
A good example of this, again taken from fisheries, is the planning
process for salmon stock enhancement in western Canada. Analysis of the
biology of the fish showed that stocks could be increased by artificial
spawning grounds, but at the time of the analysis only the biology was
considered. As the enhanced salmon runs have begun to be developed, the
fishing fleet has grown in power so that the system is close to being out
of control. The Antarctic whale regulations suffered form a similar
myopia: looking at the biology separate from the fleet investment
dynamics. These problems arise not because of any lack of understanding
of the outside systems, but because the analysis was too narrow.Another source of unexpected events concerns the societal end of the
analysis. When a biologist is asked what the environmental impacts of a
development will be, he uses to some extent a set of values to determine
the importance of certain impacts. This is almost necessary, because
there is always a very large number of effects, and the biologist must
screen out the important ones. It is usually necessary in EIA to produce
a short executive summary, and this requires the biologist to make some
value judgments. Yet the time span of the impacts is frequently very long
(hydroelectric developments generally produce impact over many decades)
and during that time peopleÕs perceptions of the importance of different
factors may change drastically. The great emphasis put on ÒThe
EnvironmentÓ in the last 10 years is an example of such a change. If an
EIA had been done in conjunction with the large hydroelectric projects of
the 1930s, it is likely that the adverse effects would not have been that
the adverse effects would not have been predicted largely because at the
time the value placed on jobs and development. The point we want to make
is that it is difficult to avoid value judgments in an EIA; yet the time
scales of the programs are so large that we are bound to make mistakes
because social perception of what is important will change.1-6 Facing Uncertainty: What Can Be DoneTo recognize that we face uncertainties is a significant but
incomplete step. To find creative methods of dealing with them is the
challenge. We have found three methods for dealing with uncertainty. The
first method is a technique to determine the interactions and boundaries
of a problem, such as avoiding being too narrow, and is called Òlooking
outward.Ó The second method involves qualitative descriptions of the
system (as the opposed to quantitative simulations) and uses the
technique of topology and catastrophe theory to aid oneÕs limited
understanding of a system. The third method intentionally uses management
to experiment with the system in order to explore the unknown. This is
called adaptive management.1-6.1 Looking OutwardThe Òlooking outwardÓ approach was developed by our modeling group at
the University of British Columbia through various attempts to encourage
traditional discipline-oriented scientists to go beyond a reductionist
way of thinking. In model building (and impact assessment) exercises and
workshops, each specialist is asked to devise lists of variables and
relationships needed to describe the dynamics of the subsystem which is
his specialty. His natural tendency then is to come up with a list that
reflects current scientific interest within his discipline. This list is
usually unnecessarily complex and often has little relevance to the
development problem at hand.After iteratively going through this questioning process for each
subsystem, we can present each specialist with a critical set of
variables whose dynamics he must describe before we can generate any
picture of overall system responses. Also by asking him to identify the
inputs to his subsystem we ask him to think more precisely and broadly
about how the subsystem works. Of course, the subsystem modeling process
is also much simplified when the desired outputs are precisely known.Input-process impact tables are a variant of the cross-impacts or
action-impacts matrices commonly used in environmental assessment. The
idea is to list a series of inputs (proposed development actions,
materials involved in development, pollutants released into the
environment, etc.) as the rows of the table, and a series of important
processes as the columns of the table.a. Will the input directly affect the process in relation to at least

one subunit (economic sector, social group, physical area or
material, type of organism, etc.)?b. If so, what spatial and temporal consequence can be expected for each
subunit being affected?Thus the input-process questioning tends to focus expert attention on

mechanisms which might produce unexpected impacts. Once the table has
been developed (and it is usually not even necessary to write down any
answers to two questions above), it is easy to move on to a more specific
table where particular impacts or indicator changes are identified in
relation to inputs.We have discovered that a common assumption in EIA is that
environmental impacts get less severe the farther you move away in space
from a disturbance (see Myth #6 earlier). Yet spatial distance is a poor
description of Òconnectivity.Ó We prefer to think of distance in terms of
transport media for transfer of material, energy, and information. These
media are:c. watershedsÑimpacts have been known to go downstream;d. atmospheric transportÑcomplex dynamics can produce effects in

unlikely places;e. human transportÑsuch as roads, railways, airports, etc.;f. energy transportÑsuch as the transmission lines, pipelines, etc.;g. economic transportÑas in where the dollars flow;h. food websÑDDT to the brown pelicanA better paradigm that Òthe effect is a function of the spatial
distanceÓ is Òthe effect is a function of the distance using the above 6
measures of connection.Ó This most likely is also a false paradigm, but
at least it is better than the spatial distance one. To think about these
connections should help avoid some of the ÒunexpectedÓ that result from
improperly bounding the problem.1-6.2 Topological DescriptionsA more complete and succinct summary of these multiple equilibria can
be obtained by plotting all the equilibrium points in a three-
dimensional space representing the condensed versions of the three key
variablesÑ-budworm, foliage condition and tree volume (Figure 3). This
represents an equilibrium manifold of the kind found in topology and
catastrophe theory (Jones 1975). The undercut portion of this fold is
introduced by the effect of avian predators. Such representations provide
a particularly revealing way of interpreting outbreak behavior. The
temporal pattern of the unmanaged system can be understood by following
the trajectory of the system over this manifold. An example of a typical
movement is shown in the figure for the no-management world.The above example was constructed from a very detailed biological
understanding of the dynamics of the spruce budworm. Such detailed
understanding is atypical of EIA. A second example is drawn from another
forest pest, the jackpine sawfly. This illustrates topological
descriptions used for poorly understood system, representative of an EIA
situation.1-7 Jackpine Sawfly/Jackpine InteractionThe jackpine sawfly system has some similarities and some differences
when compared to the spruce budworm system. As with budworm there are
periodic outbreaks that cause severe tree mortality followed by long
periods when the insect is scarce. But there are important differences
that make it a key case study in relation to our central interest in
resilience and the development of robust policies. First, from a
management point of view it is more tractable. Infrequent modest spraying
at low concentrations is sufficient to control the problem. prime, and
most significant, the qualitative pattern of changes in numbers over time
is more complex. In the broadest sense, three distinct conditions have
been observed historically (McLeod 1970). As in the budworm, during
extensive periods of time the insect is present but very scarce. Very
occasionally and erratically there will be a major outbreak similar to
budworm in which sawfly numbers rise to very high levels and tree
mortality causes an ultimate collapse of the outbreak. But, unlike
budworm, there is and intervening condition in which populations are
moderately high and persist in this condition with relatively modest
fluctuations for a long time. The system can flip back and forth from the
endemic, low-density conditions to the moderately dense conditions.
Moreover, under the moderately dense conditions defoliation is not severe
enough to cause significant tree mortality. It seems to be a truly stable
equilibrium for both sawfly and trees. Occasionally the system will move
from the moderate sustained condition to the true outbreak conditions
during which tree mortality is a dominant feature.1-7.1 Adaptive ManagementOne of the most promising techniques for coping with uncertainty is
the use of adaptive management. In a formal sense, it uses adaptive
control theory to find management policies that will balance the desire
for future returns against the need to introduce management experiments
that will determine system potential to produce the returns. Adaptive
management can involve anything from a very simple pilot project type of
design to rigorous statistical procedures (Walters and Hilborn 1976). The
essence of adaptive management is to use the initial stages of
development to gather information about the later effects of that
development and then to modify the development plan after the initial
developments have been made. The explicit assumption behind such a
procedure is that there are some uncertainties in environmental effects
which can never be resolved in advance. We must begin the development and
then determine what happens. When there are no uncertainties, there is no
need for adaptive management; but when there are important uncertainties,
adaptive management can provide great assistance.1-8 Conclusions And RecommendationWe have discussed some of the problems associated with environmental
management and environmental impact assessment in uncertain environments.
We argued that almost all environmental management takes place under
uncertainty, and that since the world is not globally stable, a special
type of management must be adopted to deal with multiple equilibria. We
pointed out that there are many sources of uncertainty and proposed
several methods for reducing it.Adaptive management policies appear to provide a useful method of
dealing with the unknown. The use of adaptive management in the contest
of environmental impact assessment requires a restructuring of the EIA
process.1-8.1 Environmental Impact StatementThe current ÒEnvironmental Impact StatementÓ be modified to a
ÒStatement of Expected Impacts.Ó This statement would predict what
impacts are expected, but would also contain a list of major areas of
uncertainty that were identified.a. The ÒStatement of Expected ImpactsÓ should be accompanied by a plan

for environmental management. This plan would detail the
environmental factors to be monitored as the program proceeds and
identify the key signal indicating that a major deviation from the
expected impacts is occurring. Where possible, control methods should
be described before deviations are observed.b. Some provision should be made for an external review of the ongoing
environmental impacts by an outside agency as the program proceeds.
There should be an environmental management staff as tart of the
development agency, but there should also be occasional external
reviews.c. Development programs must explicitly recognize that there are
substantial probabilities that something unexpected may occur with
adverse environmental effects. Part of the cost of the program should
be an insurance policy against this happening, similar to the $50
million insurance Dome Petroleum had to purchase before drilling in
the Beaufort Sea. The size of the insurance, or contingency found
should be related to the uncertainties faced.d. The decision-makers and the public should be made aware that there
are always going to be unexpected outcomes which ecologists did not
and could not predict, and the measure of success of the
environmental impact procedure is not only how well it predicted the
outcomes, but how will the management system responded to the
unexpected when it happened.
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